
The primary objective of this presentation is to help you understand the best practices 

to be followed for obtaining an optimal performance while transferring metadata assets 

between InfoSphere® Information Servers.  

This presentation will help you better understand some implementation details of istool 

commands that will help you use the best practices for your metadata scenarios. 

It will also help you understand the best practices in different scenarios. For example, 

how to transfer related assets, how to transfer large metadata assets and how to 

transfer a specific asset, like DataStage® jobs or Information Analyzer projects. 
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This presentation gives an introduction to InfoSphere Information Server and introduces 

the istool commands that provide the asset interchange capability. This presentation 

provides the basic education on the structure of the metadata archive and how the 

relationships between assets are stored in the metadata archive. It describes how the 

relationships between assets are reconciled when the metadata archive is imported into 

a target Information Server. This education will help you in understanding the best 

practices and use the best practices properly for your metadata assets. 

This presentation also provides the reasoning behind the suggested order for importing 

different asset types by taking an example of Information Analyzer and database 

assets. It also provides the best order to be used while importing different types of 

assets. 

This presentation describes the available options that you have while transferring 

related assets and it describes the pros and cons with these approaches and suggests 

the right approach to be used in different scenarios. 

The istool command provides multiple options for exporting common metadata assets 

at different levels of granularity. It describes the right level of granularity to be used for 

obtaining the optimal performance and scalability in different scenarios. 

Finally, the presentation discusses the standard approaches that are used while 

grouping metadata assets into multiple metadata archive files and the best practices to 

be used in different metadata scenarios targeted towards easier management of the  
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archive files. 
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IBM InfoSphere Information Server is a suite of components, including DataStage, 

Quality Stage, Information analyzer, InfoSphere Governance Catalog, Fast Track and 

Data Click that together provide a single, unified platform that enables companies to 

understand, cleanse, transform, and deliver information.  

Each of the components generates metadata assets, which are stored in a shared 

metadata repository. Examples of these metadata assets include DataStage jobs, 

Information Analyzer projects, and Business Glossary categories and terms. Some 

metadata assets like Data schemas, Physical data model, and Business intelligence 

reports are imported from third-party tools or data sources like DB2®, Oracle, 

Cognos®, and Microstrategy and are shared across suite components. 
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“Asset interchange” refers to the capability that moves metadata assets between 

metadata repositories of different installations of InfoSphere Information Server.  

You use asset interchange capability in multiple scenarios. Some of the major scenarios 

are for moving the metadata assets between development, test, and production 

environments and migrating metadata assets to a later release of Information Server. 

A set of commands called istool commands are provided for performing asset 

interchange. You move the assets by exporting metadata assets using the istool export 

command into metadata archive files. The metadata assets from metadata archives are 

then imported into a target Information Server installation using the istool import 

command.  

Istool commands provide various parameters while exporting assets, such as 

parameters for selecting the metadata assets, such as Datastage jobs and Information 

Analyzer projects. It also provides various parameters while importing assets and 

replacing an asset if the asset already exists in the target repository.  
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This presentation gives some insight into the structure of the metadata archive file, 

which is created by the istool export command. The metadata archive file is in a .zip file 

format that can be extracted by using a tool, such as Winzip. The metadata archive file 

contains several XMI files that store individual metadata assets. The component 

specific parameters in the istool export command determines what goes into these XMI 

files. For example, if you run the istool export command by giving "/host1/DB1.db" for -

commonmetadata or -cm parameter, then an XMI file is created in the metadata archive 

that stores the metadata of the DB1 database in host1 server.  

If you run the istool export command by giving "IAProject1" for -informationanalyzer or -

ia parameter and give the same archive file with -updateArchive parameter, then 

another XMI file is created in the metadata archive that stores the Information Analyzer 

project called "IAProject1" . 

When you run the istool import command to import the assets in the metadata archive 

ISX file, the assets in each of the XMI files are imported one at a time in separate 

transactions. This means if the import of one XMI file fails, it does not stop the import 

process. The import process will continue with the next XMI file in the metadata archive.  
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The diagram displayed on this slide shows how the relationships between the assets 

are stored in XMI files. Consider the scenario where IA project analyzes the data in a 

database and the IA project has reference to the database asset that indicates which 

tables or columns are analyzed. When IA project and database metadata are exported 

into separate physical XMI files, then how is the relationship from IA project to database 

asset stored? This is achieved by storing a stub or a placeholder for the database asset 

in the IA project XMI file and the IA project XMI stores the reference from IA project to 

the database stub. 

If you import the metadata archive in a target Information Server, then the reference 

from IA project to the database stub is used for establishing a real reference from IA 

project to database asset in the target Information Server metadata repository. 
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The order in which these dependent assets are imported into a target Information 

Server makes a difference to the performance of the import commands. This slide 

displays how the performance is impacted when the dependent assets are not imported 

in the right order. 

When you import the asset, such as an IA project that has reference to another asset, 

the stub, or place holder for the referenced asset is created in the target repository. 

Later, when you import the referenced asset, such as a database, the stub in the 

repository is used for re-establishing the reference between these assets and the stub 

for the database asset is deleted from the target repository.  

The creation and deletion of this temporary stub object in the target repository is a 

performance overhead. 
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There are some similar, special scenarios where stub objects cannot be created for 

some type of assets which causes a loss of data if the metadata assets are not 

imported in the correct order. For example, if you import a database with a contact 

assignment before importing the user, the contact assignment information is lost. You 

must first import users using the istool import -security command before importing any 

other assets that have contact assignment or steward relationship to the users. 
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The overhead of the transient stub object in the target repository can be avoided by 

reversing the order of the import of these assets. 

To get the optimal performance during import, import the referenced asset, such as the 

database asset, first. 

Later, if you import the asset, such as an IA project that references the previously 

imported asset, the stub object is not created in the target repository. 
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The next two slides provide the recommended order for importing different types of 

assets, such as security assets, common metadata assets, DataStage assets, 

Information Analyzer assets and FastTrack assets. 
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Asset types that are not listed on these two slides can be imported in any order without 

effecting the performance. 
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Next, this presentation discusses transferring related assets. There are two options for 

transferring related assets.  

The first option that is described on this slide is the recommended approach when 

exporting all the related assets. In this approach, you run multiple istool export 

commands for each type of asset with the corresponding parameter. For example, for 

transferring an IA project, transfer the related database assets and report assets as 

well. In this example, run istool export -informationanalyzer or -ia command for 

exporting the selected IA projects. Run istool export -commonmetadata or -cm 

command by giving sub parameters for selecting the database that is used by the 

Information Analyzer projects, and run istool export -report command by giving sub 

parameters for selecting the reports generated by IA project. 

You can choose to export all of these assets into one metadata archive file or into 

separate archive files. You need to run multiple import commands for importing each of 

these asset types into a target Information Server. If you want to use this approach, you 

should know the related assets and you need to format the export command with the 

correct syntax for selecting the related assets. 

This option is recommended because it gives you better control over what is being 

transferred and there is no possibility of transferring the same asset multiple times. 
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The second option allows you to use sub parameters to let Asset Interchange determine 

the related assets. If you do not know the related assets, then you can use sub 

parameters like "-includeDependents", "-includeCommonMetadata", "-includeReports" 

and so on, for instructing the istool command to identify and export the related assets. 

In the example from the previous slide, you can use "-includeCommonMetadata" and "-

includeReports" sub parameters of istool export "-InformationAnalyzer" parameter to let 

the system determine the related common metadata and reports assets for the 

exported IA project and export these assets into the metadata archive. Here, the IA 

project and all the related assets are exported to a single metadata archive. 

This approach is recommended only if you do not know the related assets. The "-

include" related assets sub parameter exports only the specific assets that are used by 

the exported assets, which might not be the preferred behavior. In this example, the 

export command with "-InformationAnalyzer" parameter and "-

includeCommonMetadata" sub parameter, exports only the tables analyzed by the 

Information Analyzer project, which results in a partial schema created in the target 

Information Server. You might prefer to transfer the complete schema instead of only 

transferring some of the tables in the schema. 

There is also a possibility of transferring the same related asset multiple times. This 

occurs if you transfer two Information Analyzer projects that analyze the same database 

table, then the database table is transferred multiple times, which impacts the 

performance of import commands. 
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You have multiple choices of granularity for exporting common metadata assets like 

databases, physical models, data files, logical models, and business intelligence 

models and reports. 

For example, when transferring database assets, you can give an identity string of the 

database name, for example, -commonmetadata "/host1/DB1.db", so that the complete 

database assets that include all schemas, tables, columns, stored procedures, and so 

on, are exported into one XMI file. This gives better performance because the XMI 

contains all of the assets and there is no need for creating stubs or placeholders for the 

relationships between the contained assets, like foreign key relationships between 

database tables. 

However, if the database is very large, then importing the database with all the tables 

and stored procedures in one transaction fails. While this approach gives better 

performance, it is not scalable. 
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To improve the scalability while transferring large assets, you can reduce the granularity 

of the asset that is exported into XMI file and import it into the target Information Server 

as a separate transaction. In the example from the previous slide, you can reduce the 

granularity of the asset in the XMI file to the database schemas by giving the 

"/host1/DB1/*.sch" identity string. This however, might cause the creation of stub 

objects for the referenced tables that exist in a different schema, thus, impacting the 

overall performance of import commands for transferring all the schemas in a database. 

If the database schema is also too large to be imported in one transaction, then you can 

further reduce the granularity of the asset in XMI file to database tables by using the 

"/host1/DB1/*/*.tbl“ identity string. This further reduces the overall import performance 

because stubs are created for all the foreign key relationships between the tables. 

The recommended best practice is to export higher granular assets when possible. If 

the higher granular assets are too large to be imported in one transaction, then reduce 

the granularity of the asset in XMI file by using the identity string of lower granular 

assets. 
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The istool command provides various choices on how you can group your assets into 

metadata archive files while exporting assets from a source Information Server. 

One simple approach is to export all metadata assets into one metadata archive. You 

can use this approach if you have a limited number of assets. 

Another approach is to export all the related assets into one metadata archive file. For 

example, export an Information Analyzer project and all the related assets in one 

metadata archive and export a DataStage job and all related assets into one archive 

and export a Fast Track project and all its related assets into one metadata archive. 

This approach has potential for transferring the same asset multiple times. For 

example, if a database asset is used by both an Information Analyzer and DataStage 

job, then the database assets are included in two metadata archive files. 

If you have a metadata archive with different types of assets that are contained in it, 

then always run multiple import commands for importing each type of asset in the order 

suggested by the User‘s Guide. 
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The recommended approach is to export each type of metadata asset into one 

metadata archive file. For example, create one metadata archive file with all security 

assets, one metadata archive with all database assets, one metadata archive with all 

DataStage assets, one metadata archive with all IA projects, and so on. This is the 

recommended approach because it is easy to manage metadata archive files and there 

is no scope for duplicate transfer of metadata assets. 
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This presentation suggested the best practices that help you in writing the right set of 

istool commands for exporting and importing metadata assets most efficiently. 

The best practice is to use the recommended options for various aspects of asset 

interchange where ever possible. If you have a special scenario where the 

recommended option does not fit, then you can use an alternate option. 

Refer to IBM Knowledge Center for a complete reference of the procedures for 

migrating Information Server to version 11.3 and for managing assets using istool 

commands. 
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